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1 Hydroinformatics

By the marriage of hydraulic engineering and computer science, a new scientific discipline was recently spawned, sometimes called Hydroinformatics. It aims to address problems in the hydraulic engineering literature through computational methods, and the interest it gets is witnessed by the many large conferences (such as the International Conference on Hydroinformatics) and well renowned journals (like the Journal of Hydroinformatics) that are focused on these issues.

In many cases, the problems have constraints and objective functions; often hydraulic engineers approach these problems with genetic algorithms, because they have wide applicability, they interface easily with hydraulic simulators, they are easy to understand even for non-experts, and they are already available in the tools widely used by hydraulic engineers, such as MatLab.

For example, hydraulic engineers are interested to design a new water distribution network: given the topology of the network, they want to define the size of each pipe, satisfying a number of constraints, such as minimum pressure in each pipe. This problem has been addressed by means of genetic algorithms, possibly combined with linear programming [13][25]. Also, pure nonlinear programming optimization approaches were developed [3].

Another interesting problem is the following: suppose that a terrorist poisons the drinking water in a hydraulic network; how can we effectively react?

First, we should place a set of sensors to detect as soon as possible the presence of the poison. But sensors are expensive, and the budget is limited, so the number of sensors cannot be very high: how do we place the sensors in such a way that we are able to detect the presence of poison in most (if not all) the possible contamination scenarios?

One way is to simulate (through a hydraulic simulator, e.g., Epanet [17]) the spreading of the contaminant in the network, and run a genetic algorithm that decides where the sensors should be placed in the network. Each individual in the population carries in its genes the information on the positioning of the sensors; in order to compute its fitness, we can run the hydraulic simulator for each of the contamination scenarios, and then count in how many scenarios the contaminant is detected (or have more objective functions [11]). But each hydraulic simulation takes some seconds (for the size of a real network), and scenarios can be many, so
the computing time grows very quickly. Other approaches use greedy algorithms, exploiting some features of this problem, such as submodularity [14], or mixed integer linear programming approaches [18,2].

After placing the sensors, one should decide how to react to contamination (in case it is detected). Of course, one could close immediately the entire network, but it is not always feasible. For example, one cannot close the water to the fire department (what happens if the terrorist poisons the water network and lights a fire?). Another option is to have a reaction plan: depending on which sensor raised the alarm, one can close network patches (to deviate the poison to uninhabited zones) or open hydrants (to expel poisoned water); but this can only be done by sending teams of workers on the network to close valves and open hydrants. So, we have a scheduling/routing problem [8].

We strongly believe that the hydroinformatics community would benefit from computational logic approaches, so we recently started applying computation logics to one of the problems that hydraulic engineers in our department pointed to us. Before explaining our approaches, we define the problem.

2 The Isolation Valves Location Problem

A water distribution network can be thought of as a labelled indirected graph (see Figure 1), in which the edges represent the pipes in the network, and nodes are their junctions. The labels associated to the pipes represent the users demands, expressed in litres per second (l/s). There is at least one special node that represents the source of water (node T in Figure 1).

![Fig. 1: An example of water distribution network](image)

Any pipe of the network may get damaged; in this case a set of technicians is sent to fix the damaged pipe. First, they isolate a portion of the network by
closing a set of isolation valves, then they fix the pipe and finally re-open the valves. During these works, the users that take water from the isolated pipes are without water.

So, in order to minimize service disruption, one should have a large number of valves (ideally, one at each end of each pipe). Unfortunately, isolation valves have installation and (even more) maintenance costs, so their number is limited. Thus, deciding an optimal placement of the available valves becomes a combinatorial optimisation problem. There are different proposals for the objective function to be optimized: one often used by hydraulic engineers \([10]\) is the minimisation of the worst isolation case.

![Fig. 2: A possible placement of 7 valves](image)

![Fig. 3: The sectorization given the placement in Fig. 2](image)

Figure 2 shows a possible placement when there are 7 valves available. The valves partition the network in the so-called sectors (Figure 3). Intuitively, each sector represents the minimal portion of the network that gets isolated when one of its pipes is de-watered. For instance, if the broken pipe is the one connecting nodes 2 and 3 (let us call it \(p_{2,3}\)), as shown in Figure 4, only one pipe is isolated, and the service disruption is only the user demand of this pipe, namely 3 l/s.

However, if the broken pipe is in the green sector (Figure 5), the service disruption is not only the demand of the sector itself (21 l/s), because also the users in the blue sector (8 l/s) and the orange sector (3 l/s) are without water, and the total disruption is 21 + 8 + 3 = 32 l/s. This effect is called unintended isolation; due to this effect, the problem is much harder than the classical graph partitioning problem.

### 3 Computational Approaches

Hydraulic engineers often attack optimisation problems through Genetic Algorithms (GAs); in particular, multi-objective GAs have been proposed to address
the valves location problem [6,10]. Such algorithms compute the (near)Pareto-front of two objectives to minimise: the value of the undelivered demand, and the cost of the solutions (in terms of number of valves as well as their costs).

Of course, these works cannot guarantee to provide the exact optimal solution. The first exact algorithms was developed with computational logic tools, more precisely in Constraint Logic Programming on Finite Domains (CLP(FD)), and is based on a two-player game model [4]. In this formulation, player A chooses the positioning of the available valves, then player B selects the worst isolation case; finally, A closes the valves that isolate the selected pipe. The resulting minmax algorithm was enriched of several pruning procedures, in order to reduce the search space. The CLP(FD) program was tested on the Apulian water distribution network considered in the hydroinformatics literature [10], and it improved the state-of-the-art in hydraulic engineering for this problem, providing solutions with lower undelivered demand.

Then, the problem was also modelled in ASP (Answer Set Programming [1,15,9]). A preliminary overview is drawn in [7]. A first intuitive encoding follows.
closely the problem definition; it is based on a predicate \texttt{valve/2}; the atom
\[
\texttt{valve(A,B)}
\]
is true if there is a valve on pipe \(p_{A,B}\), close to node \(A\). Also, a valve can be closed or open; its state depends on which pipe is broken, so we have a predicate \texttt{closed_valve/2}, where
\[
\texttt{closed_valve(valve(A,B),broken(C,D))}
\]
is true iff the valve \((A,B)\) is closed when the pipe \(p_{C,D}\) is broken. Depending on which pipe is broken, we can then easily compute which pipes are reached by water; the atom
\[
\texttt{reached(pipe(A,B),broken(C,D))}
\]
is true if pipe \(p_{A,B}\) is reached by water when the damaged pipe is \(p_{C,D}\). In this way, one can compute the satisfied (and unsatisfied) water demand for each possible break situation, and is able to minimize the service disruption in the worst isolation case.

The problem with this encoding is that it has to compute if a pipe is reached by water for each possible pipe that can be broken. On the other hand, this is not always necessary; for example, in Figure 2 if the broken pipe is \(p_{1,4}\) we have exactly the same isolation that we have when the broken pipe is \(p_{4,5}\). In the game example, there is no point for the second player to try to damage all the possible pipes, but only one pipe for each sector.

So, we developed more efficient encodings (that get expanded in smaller ground programs) that rely on the concept of \texttt{sector}; we have a predicate \texttt{sector} that associates each pipe with its sector:
\[
\texttt{sector(pipe(A,B),S)}.
\]
On the other hand, this introduces a large number of symmetries, because sectors names are interchangeable. So, one can try to introduce symmetry breaking constraints, that help improve the solution process.

Finally, we investigated the use of bilevel Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) [16].

4 Comparison

The good news is that, so far, Computational Logic is still the state-of-the-art for the valve location problem. The winner is still the CLP(FD) formulation, developed in ECLiPSe; from the web page of the Valve Location Problem in CLP(FD) one can download the source code as well as the benchmark instance. Mixed Integer Linear Programming takes second place in the considered instances.

ASP formulations are close to MILP, but they still suffer from the fact that there is a large number of symmetries. We tried to reduce the number of symmetries through symmetry breaking constraints, and they provided a
significant improvement. However, we were expecting a larger improvement: for example, by reducing the search space to one half, one does not get a speedup of 2, possibly because the symmetry breaking constraints partially disrupt the clever search strategies implemented in current ASP solvers.

But everybody in Computational Logic can contribute to change this ranking! The problem was accepted as benchmark for the 4th Answer Set Programming Competition, so ASP solvers will compete on an encoding of the problem, while everybody can compete in the Model&Solve competition, through any formulation, in any computational logic language or even with non logic-based tools.
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